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Introduction 
This paper introduces integrations of one bimodule into another, a notion which 
extends that of derivation of a ring into a bimodule. Integrations were suggested by 
the study of rings dual to corings with a grouplike [I0] and given their name because 
they satisfy a certain analog of the integration by parts formula. 
Definition. Let A be a K-ring, i.e. a homomorphism i : K~A of two associative 
rings with a unit, and F another associative ring with a unit. Given A-F-bimodules 
M and N, a left K-integration of M into N is a K-F-linear map f :  A ®rM~N 
satisfying 
f(2122 (~) X) = 21f(22 ® x) +f(21 (~) 22X) (0. 1) 
for all 21,22 eA,  x~M. f is called inner if there exists a K-F-linear map g:M~N 
such that 
f(2 ® x) = g(Ax) - 2g(x). (0.2) 
The set of all left (all inner left) K-integrations of M into N will be denoted by 
Int(M, N) (Inint(M, N)). 
We show that left K-integrations A®KM~N correspond to K-deriva- 
tions A~Homr(M,N)  under the natural isomorphism HomK_r(A ®KM, N)-~ 
HomK_K(A, Homr(M, N)). Thus, given an integration f, f(2 ® x) = D(2)(x) for some 
derivation D. 
Integrations come up naturally in cohomology theory: they are 1-cocycles of a 
standard complex for computing the relative bifunctor Ext for two bimodules; inner 
integrations are the 1-coboundaries. We show that the above Ext, when suitably 
renumbered, is the derived functor of integrations. This extends the result of Barr 
and Rinehart who proved [1] that the Hochschild cohomology of an algebra over 
a commutative ring is the derived functor of derivations. We do not restrict 
ourselves to the case of algebras over a commutative ring R and bimodules with the 
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same left and right action of R, but consider an arbitrary K-ring A and arbitrary 
bimodules. We extend the reduction isomorphisms, known for the Hochschild 
cohomology groups [8], [6], to the cohomology groups of arbitrary bimodules. 
The proof is based on the existence of a universal integration of and a couniversal 
integration into an arbitrary bimodule. As corollaries, one obtains the theorems on 
the existence of universal derivations for associative rings proved in [3], [4], [11], 
[2]. When using the techniques of universal and couniversal integrations we follow 
ideas of [1]. 
Relatively projective and injective bimodules have a nice characterization in terms 
of integrations: a bimodule is relatively projective (injective) if and only if its univer- 
sal (couniversal) integration is inner. A K-ring is called separable if it is relatively 
projective as a bimodule over itself; the definition and examples were given in [7]. 
We obtain several characterizations of separable rings in terms of integrations and 
relative Ext. We introduce subseparable K-rings as those which are relatively injec- 
tive bimodules. Of course, every separable K-ring is subseparable. If a subseparable 
K-ring is finitely generated and projective as a one-sided K-module, it is separable. 
Finally we study the question whether the Wedderburn Principal Theorem and the 
Malcev Uniqueness Theorem hold for K-ring extensions by a separable K-ring A. 
The latter theorem generalizes to an arbitrary separable K-ring A. The former holds 
for K-split ring extensions by A (in the classical case, all K-algebra extensions are 
K-split when K is a field), but not in general even if A is a separable algebra over 
a field K as our example shows. A necessary condition for the Wedderburn Prin- 
cipal Theorem to hold for all separable K-rings is that every derivation of K into 
itself be inner. A sufficient condition is that K be semisimple and separable as a Z- 
algebra: in this case all extensions are K-split. 
It would be interesting to describe separable K-rings A if K is a division ring. 
When K is a field and A a K-algebra, the well-known description is given in terms 
of L-algebras A ®r  L where L is a field extension of K. If K and L are not com- 
mutative, A ®K L is not an L-ring, and the above description does not apply. 
The author wishes to thank M. Auslander, J. Lewin, and M. Sweedler for several 
helpful conversations. 
1. Integrations and derivations 
Throughout his paper all rings are associative with a unit, subrings contain 
the unit, and modules are unitary. If A,F are rings and M, N A-F-bimodules, 
HOmA_r(M, N), HomA.(M, N), or Hom_r(M, N) stand for the set of A-F-linear, 
left A-linear, or right F-linear maps of M into N respectively. A-Mod-F is the 
category of all A-F-bimodules. 
First of all we would like to explain why the name integration is chosen. 
Proposition 1.1. Let Al(t),A2(t),x(t) be real-valued functions of the independent 
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real variable t, and ~ x dt an indefinite integral of  x. I f  21 and 22 are differentiable, 
then 
(~ x dt) d(2122) = 21 i (J X dt) d22 + ~ (J 22 x dt) d21 (1.1) 
where the equality holds up to a summand a2122 + b22 + c with a, b, c arbitrary real 
constants. 
Proof. Use the integration by parts formula 
First put u 
Now apply 
Finally set 
u do= uo-  j o du. (1.2) 
=Ixdt ,  o=2122, then 
J (j x dt) d(212z)= 2122 j x d t -  J 212zX dt. (1.3) 
(1.2) to u=~xdt  and 0=22, then multiply by 21 on both sides. We get 
21J (J x dt) d22:2,22 J x d t -  2, J 22x dt. (1.4) 
u=J22xdt,  0=21 in (1.2), then 
(J 22x dt) d2, : 21J 22x d t -  ~ 2122x dt. (1.5) 
Here formulae (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) are valid up to a summand A2122+B , 
CA 122 + D21, and E21 + F respectively with A, B, C, D, E, F arbitrary real constants. 
Formula (1.1) follows immediately from (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5). [] 
It remains to note that if one writes f(2 ®x) for j (J x dt) d2, formula (1.1) turns 
into (0.1). Therefore our integrations generalize the notion of an indefinite integral 
from calculus. 
The next statement relates integrations to derivations. Recall that a K-derivation 
of a K-ring A into a A-bimodule U is a K-K-linear map D : A ~ U such that 
D(2122) = 2 ID(22) + D(21)22 (1.6) 
for all 21,22eA. D is inner if, for a fixed ueUK={xeUlxk=kx ,  keK},  
D(2) = uA - 2u. (1.7) 
This is an obvious modification of the corresponding definition for the case when 
K is commutative and the left and right actions of K on U coincide [4, pp. 168-169]. 
Denote by Der(A, U) (Inder(A, U)) the set of all (all inner) K-derivations of A 
into U. 
Theorem 1.2. There is an isomorphism of abelian groups 
a : Int(M, N) ~ Der(A, Hom.r(M , N)) 
functorial in M and N such that its restriction to Inint(M, N) induces an iso- 
morphism 
Inint(M, N)-~ Inder(A, Hom_r(M , N)). 
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Proof.  Note that Hom_r(M, N) has a natural A-bimodule structure. Define the maps 
a : Int(M, N)~Der(A, Hom.r(M, N)) and fl : Der(A, Hom.r(M, N)) ~ Int(M, N) as 
follows: 
and 
[a(f)(2)l(x) =f(A ®x) for each fe  Int(M, N) 
/~(D)(A ®x) =D(A)(x) for every D e Der(A, Hom_r(M, N)), A cA,  x~M. 
We leave to the reader to verify that a and fl are homomorphisms of abelian groups 
functorial in M and N such that aft = id and fla = id; also a and fl map inner integra- 
tions onto inner derivations and vice versa. [] 
Corollary 1.3. For each A-bimodule N, there is a natural isomorphism Int(A, N) = 
Der(A, N) whose restriction is an isomorphism Inint(A, N) = Inder(A, N). 
Proof.  Follows from Theorem 1.2 when F=M=A.  [] 
2. Universal and couniversal integrations 
For every A-F-bimodule M we have the following exact sequence 
O~I2(M) q--~A®K M m'M~O (2.1) 
where m :A ®x~;tx  is the multiplication map, f2(m) =Ker m, and q the natural in- 
clusion. Define the map 09:A ®KM'-* f2(M) by 
09(A @ x) = A @ x -  1 @ Rx (2.2) 
for all 2 ~ A, x ~ M. It is easy to see that 09 is a left K-integration of M into f2(M). 
Theorem 2.1. Given a A-F-bimodule M, the left K-integration 09 : A ®K M--,I2(M) 
is universal: for every A-F-bimodule N and any left K-integration f :A ®KM~N 
of M into N, the restriction fo o f f  to £2(M) is a unique A-F-linear map satisfying 
f=f009. The collection of maps Horn(09, N) : HOmA_r(I2(M), N)--*Int(M, N) with 
Horn(09, N)(h) = h09 for h ~ HOmA.r(t2(M), N) is a natural equivalence of the func- 
tors HOmA_r(f2(M),-) and Int(M,-) from A-Mod-F into Ab. 
Proof.  ~i~i@xie~'~(M) if and only if XiAixi=O, therefore 09q=idt~(M). If 
f=  h09, multiplying by q on the right yields h =fq that proves the uniqueness of fo- 
It is clear that f=f009 because f(1 ®y) = 0 for any integration f. To show fo is A- 
F-linear, it suffices to prove that f is left A-linear on I2(M) since f is K-F-linear. 
If ~iAi~xiE~(M), 
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The second statement of the theorem is just a reformulation of the first one. [] 
As a corollary, one obtains the theorem about a universal derivation [3, III, § 10, 
no. 10, Proposition 17, p. 568]. 
Corollary 2.2. Consider the following sequence of A-bimodules 
mA 
O~Y2(A) qA ,A®r  A 'A--*O 
obtained from (2.1) by putting F=M=A. The map d:A~g2(A) 
d(it) = it ® 1 - 1 ® it is a universal K-derivation. 
(2.3) 
given by 
Proof .  The statement follows from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1.3 because 
d=a(toA) where a:Int(A, f2(A))~Der(A, Hom A(A, I2(A)) is the isomorphism 
defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Really, the right A-linear map A ~f2(A) given 
byit ' - -* i t@2'- l®it i t ' ,  i t 'eA, ident i f ieswiththeelement i t@l- l®itef2(A) .  [] 
Let a:A-*A' be a K-ring map and b:F~F '  a ring map. Then every A'-F'- 
bimodule can be viewed as a A-F-bimodule via a and b. 
Corollary 2.3. For each A-F-bimodule M, the left K-integration a~ (a' b). A ®r M 
A" @A O(M) @r F' given by 
o)(a'b)(itQX) -" 1 Q(it ®x-  1 @itx) Q 1 (2.4) 
is universal among all left K-integrations of M into A'-F'-bimodules viewed as A-F- 
bimodules via a and b. 
Proof .  By Theorem 2.1, for every A'-F'-bimodule N
Int(M, N)-~ HOmA_r(f2(M), N) =_ HOmA, r,(A" @A ~'2(m) ®r F', N) 
where the second isomorphism is induced by the A-F-linear map e: f2(M)~ 
A'®A f2(M)®rF' given by e:z--,1 ®z® 1 according to [12, Proposition 8.2, p. 
196]. [] 
Putting F=M=A and assuming b a K-ring map, one obtains, similar to 
Corollary 2.2, that the map d!a'b):A~A'®AO(A)®A F' given by dta'b)(2)= 
1 ® (2 ® 1 - 1 ® it) ® 1 is a universal derivation among all K-derivations of A into 
A'-bimodules viewed as A-bimodules via a and b, see [1, p. 419, bottom], [11, 
Lemma 3 (iii), pp. 295-296], and [2, Theorem 1, p. 196]. 
Another corollary is the universal derivation theorem for augmented K-rings. A 
K-ring A is called augmented if it is endowed with a K-ring map (augmentation) 
e:A~K;  or, equivalently, if e is a ring map with ei=idx where i:K--,A is the 
structure map. Here we follow the terminology of [12, p. 180]; in [4, p. 182] such 
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K-rings are called supplemented. Given an augmented K-ring A, every A-K- 
bimodule can be considered a A-bimodule for which the right action of A is defined 
via e. The ground ring K is a A-bimodule in an obvious way. From our previous 
considerations, we arrive at this case by setting A'=A,  a=idA, F '=K,  and b=e. 
Then A~ A ~(A)®AK=Kere  and d(id'e)(,~)=A-ie(,~) is a universal derivation 
among the K-derivations of A into A-K-bimodules viewed as A-bimodules via the 
augmentation e [4, p. 183]. 
Corollary 2.4. ~ : M~Ig(M)  is a right exact additive endofunctor in A-Mod-F. ~2 
is exact i f  A is flat as a right K-module. 
Proof. ~ is an additive functor by Theorem 2.1. Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram of A-F-bimodules with exact columns. 
0 0 0 
~(M1) , 1"2(M2) , ~2(M3) 
[ql [q2 lq3 
id®f id®g 
A ®K MI ' A ®r M2 ' A ®K M3 
Ira2 
f g 
0 ' MI , M2 , M 3 ,0 
1 
0 0 0 
,0 
If the third row is exact, then the second row is right exact (exact provided A is K- 
flat). Now the statement follows from [12, Lemma 3.3, p. 365]. [] 
Proposition 2.5. Exact sequence (2.1) splits i f  and only i f  the universal integration 
co : A ®KM~(M)  is inner. 
Proof. If (2.1) splits, there exists a A-F-linear map u:M~A ®rM with mu = idM. 
Then for every x~M,  u(x)= ~.iAi~Xi, X= ~iAiXi, and 
(tou)(x) = u(x) - 1 ® x. (2.5) 
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Applying (2.5) to ;tx instead of x, we get 
(ogu)(;tx) =u(;tx) - 1 ® ;tx. (2.6) 
Multiplying (2.5) by ;t, obtain 
;t [(mu)(x)] = ;t u(x) - ;t ® x. (2.7) 
But u(2x)=;tu(x), therefore subtracting (2.7) from (2.6), we have 
o (;t ® x)  = ;t ® x -  1 ® ;tx = - ,!, I(o u)(x)l. 
Since em is K-F-linear, a~ is inner. 
Let now co be inner. Then ;t ®x-1  @ ;tx= g(;tx)- ;tg(x) for a K-F-linear map 
g:M~I2(M). Define the K-F-linear map u:M~A ®KM by u(x)= 1 ®x+g(x). 
Since mu = idM, it remains to check that u is left A-linear. Indeed, 
u(;tx) = 1 ®;tx+g(;tx)=;t®x+;tg(x)=2u(x). [] 
For any A-F-bimodule 
bimodules. 
N, consider the following exact sequence of  A-F- 
K ~" 
0-- 'N , HomK_(A, N)-----~X(N)--,O (2.8) 
where r(y)(;t)=;ty for all yeN,  2 cA ,  X (N)=Coker  to, and r the natural projec- 
tion. Define the map x:A®xX(N)--*N as follows. For each geX(N), pick any 
g e HomK_(A, N) with r(g) = g and put 
X(;t ® g) = g(;t) - 2g(1). (2.9) 
Note that Z does not depend on the choice of g. Show X is a left K-integration. If 
;tl,;t2 cA ,  g ex(N) ,  
X(;t 1;t2 (~) $)  =" g(;t  1 ;t2) -- ;t 1;t2 g(1) 
= g(;t  122) -- ;tl g( ; t2)  + ;t lg ( ; t2)  -- ;t 1;tzg(1)  
-----)C(;t 1 (~) ; tZg) + ;t lX(;tZ (~)g),  
i.e. X satisfies (0.1). Since g is left K-linear, so is X. We leave to the reader to check 
that X is also right F-linear. 
Theorem 2.6. Given a A-F-bimodule N, the left K-integration Z : A ®K X(N)~N is 
couniversah for every A-F-bimodule M and any left K-integration f :  A ®i¢ M ~ N 
of M into N, the map f= r f :  M~X(N) ,  where f :  M--,HomK_(A, N) is given 
by f(x)(;t)=f(;t®x), ;teA, xeM,  is a unique A-F-linear map satisfying f= 
x(idA ®9~). The collection of maps Hom(M, X) : HOmA_r(M, X(N)) ~ Int(M, N) with 
Hom(M, x)(h) = x(id ® h) for h e HomA_r(M, X(N)) is a natural equivalence of the 
contravariant functors HOmA_r(-,  X(N)) and I n t ( - ,  N) from A-Mod-F into Ab. 
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Proof.  First show f is unique. If fl and f2 are such that f=  z(id ®f/), i = 1, 2, then 
f (A®x)=x(A®fi(x))=hi(A)-Ahi(1)  where T(hi)=~i(X), i=1,2, AeA,  xeM.  
Hence h2(2) - 2h2(1) = hi 0-) - Ahl (1) and (h2- hl)(A) = 2[(h2- hi)(1)]. The latter 
equality shows that the map h2- hi is left A-linear, hence fl(x) = r(hl) = r(h2) = 
f2(x), i.e. f l  =f2. We leave to the reader to verify that f is K-F-linear. Show f is left 
A-linear. We have 
=f(xx' ® x) - f (z  ® X'x) = xf(x' ® x) 
because f is an integration. Hence A'f(x) -f(A'x) is a left A-linear map A--,N and 
: (4 'x )  = = = = 
Check that f=  x(id ®f). We have 
x(id ®f)(A ® x) = X(A ®f(x)) = f(x)O.) - Af(x)(1) 
=f(A®x) -2 f ( l®x)=f (A®x) .  [] 
As in the case of universal integrations, it is natural to ask how couniversal in- 
tegrations behave under a change of rings, let a:A~A'  be a K-ring map and 
b : F-*F' a ring map. We begin with the following statement which is dual to [12, 
Proposition 8.2, p. 196]. 
Proposition 
r(F', B )~B 
every right 
represented 
2.7. For each right F-module B, define the right F-linear map c: Hom. 
putting c(g)=g(1) for each g :F '~B.  This map is couniversal: for 
F'-module A, every right F-linear map h : A~B can be uniquely 
in the form h =ct where t :A~Hom.r(F' ,  B) is a right F'-linear map. 
Proof. If h =ct, then, for xeA and y 'eF ' ,  we have 
t(x)(y') = [t(x)y'](1 ) = t(xy')(1 ) = c(t(xy')) = h(xy'). 
Hence t is uniquely determined. On the other hand, the latter formula can be used 
to define t. [] 
Corollary 2.8. For each A-F-bimodule N, the left K-integration 
Z ta'b) :A ®r HOmA-( A" HOm_r(F',X(N))-'N 
given by 
Z (a' °)(A ® h) = g(A) - Ag(1) (2.10) 
where r(g) = h(1)(1), h ~ HomA.(A', HOm_r(F;X(N))), ;t cA,  is couniversal among 
all left K-integrations of  A'-F'-bimodules, viewed as A-F-bimodules via a and b, 
into N. 
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Proof. Given a A'-F'-bimodule M, every left K-integration f iA®rM- - 'N  is 
uniquely represented as f=z( idA ®f )  with f :  M--,X(N) a A-F-linear map accor- 
ding to Theorem 2.6. By Proposition 2.7 f is uniquely represented in the form f= ct 
where t :M~HomA_(A', HOm_r(F',X(N))) is A'-F'-linear and c(h) = h(1)(1). Then 
f= x(id @ c)(id ® t) and Z (a' b) = x(id A @ c). [] 
Corollary 2.9. X" N~X(N)  & a left exact additive ndofunctor in A-Mod-F. X /s  
exact if A & projective as a left K-module. 
Proof. X is an additive functor by Theorem 2.6. Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram o f  A-F-bimodules with exact columns. 
0 0 0 
0 ~ N I 
0 ' HomK_(A, NI) 
'N2 
K2 
' HomK_(A, N2) 
'N3 
, Homg.(A , N3) 
2"1 2"2 2" 3 





Let the first row be exact. Then the second row is left exact (exact if A is projective 
over K). Now the statement follows from [12, Lemma 3.4, p. 366]. [] 
Corollary 2.10. The endofunctor Q & a left adjoint of the endofunctor X in A-Mod- 
F. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.6. [] 
Proposition 2.11. Exact sequence (2.8) splits if and only if  the couniversal integra- 
tion Z :A ®KX(N)~N is inner. 
Proof. If (2.8) splits, there is a A-F-linear map s:X(N)~HOmK.(A,N) with 
rs = idx(u). Then, for every g ~X(N), r(s(g))= g. Hence 
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Z(A ® $) = s(g)(A) - A Is(g)(1)]. (2.11) 
Consider the map t :X (N)~N defined by t(~)=s(/,)(l). It is straightforward to 
check that t is K-F-linear using that s is K-F-linear and s(g) left K-linear for each 
g ~ X(N).  Since 
s(g)(A) = [AS(g)] (1) = s(Ag)(1) = t(Ag) 
(s is left A-linear), we can rewrite (2.11) as 
X(2 ® g)= t(Ag)- At(g) (2.12) 
i.e. Z is inner. 
Assume now that Z is inner, i.e. (2.12) holds for a K-F-linear map t. Define 
u:HomK. (A ,N)~N by u(g)=g(1)+t(g) for all geHomK. (A ,N) .  Since 
u(g),) = (gy)( 1 ) + t(~),) = g(1)y + t(g)), = u(g)),, 
u is right F-linear; it is clear that ux = idN. It remains to show that u is left A- 
linear. We have 
u(Ag) = (Ag)(1) + t(Ag) = g(A ) + X(A ® g) + At(g) 
= Ag(1) + At(g) = Au(g) 
using (2.12) and (2.9). [] 
3. Cohomology as the derived functor of integrations 
This section follows the ideas of [1, pp. 416-418]. 
Given a K-ring A and a ring F, all those exact sequences in A-Mod-F which split 
as sequences of K-F-bimodules determine a relative abelian category. The results of 
[9] and [12, ch. IX and X] give us the following. A canonical relatively projective 
resolution (the unnormalized bar resolution) of any A-F-bimodule M is 
with 
at do 
• .. ~A ®KA ®KA ®KM dZ'A ®xA @KM----~A ®xM- - - -~M~O 
n 
dn(AO~ "'" (~ An(~ X) = ~ ( -1 ) iA0~ ) "'" (~ AiAi+ 1 (~ "'" ~X 
i=0 
for all xeM,  n =0, 1, .... The universal integration sequence (2.1) is the first step 
in the construction of the canonical resolution; it is called the short projective 
resolution. A canonical relatively injective resolution of any A-F-bimodule N is 
t¢ _ d o d 1 
0-~N , HomK.(A, N)~ Homr_(A, Homx_(A, N)) ,-.. 
with x(y)(A)=Ay for all yeN.  The couniversal integration sequence (2.8) is the 
short injective resolution. The relative bifunctor Ext~A_r.K_r)(M,N) is the n-th 
cohomology group of the following complex 
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(~0 (~1 
0 ~ HOmA_r(M, N)-~ HOmK_r(M, N) ~ HOmK-r(A QK M, N) ~... 
where the coboundary is given by 
(~f)(/]" 1 (~) "'" (~)~n + 1(~ )x)  = ( - -1)  n+ 1 I,,].1f(22 @ ... Q2n+ 1 (~X)  
k .  
"~ i= l ~ (--1)i f()t  l (~ "" (~ J'i)ti + l (~ "" (~ )tn + l (~ X) + (--1)n + l f()t  l (~ "" (~ )tn + lX) 1 
(3.1) 
for n=0, 1, . . . ,2i~A, x~M. 
All left K-integrations of M into N coincide with the 1-cocyles and all inner in- 
tegrations with the 1-coboundaries of the above complex. Therefore 
EXtrA_r, K_r)(M, N) = Int(M, N)/Inint(M, N). (3.2) 
More precisely, we have 
Proposition 3.1. There is a 1-1 correspondence b tween the factor sets of K-F-sprit 
short exact sequences O-*N~X-- ,M~O of A-F-bimodules and the left K- 
integrations of M into N. A short exact sequence isA-F-sprit if and only if any of 
its factor sets corresponds to an inner integration. 
Proof. Left to the reader, see [12, Exercise 4, p. 283]. [] 
If F=M=A,  Hn(A,N)=EXt~A_A,K.A)(A,N) is called the n-th Hochschild 
cohomology group of A with coefficients in a A-bimodule N. In this case, complex 
(3.1) is isomorphic to the following complex. 
0 ~ Hom A_A (A, N) ~ HomK_ A (A, N) 
c~O ~1 62 
, HomK_K(A, N) ' HOmK_x(A ®KA, N) , -.. 
with 
(Of)(21 ®-'" ®2n+ 1) =(-1) "+ 1 I~lf(~2 (~)... (~)'~n +1) 
+ i=, ~ (- 1)if(~l ~) "'" (~Li~Li+l (~ ""Q)tn+l)+(--1)n+lf(21Q"" (~)~n)~n + 11 
where n = 1, 2,..., J-i E A. 
Proposition 3.2. The bifunctor Int(M, N) is right balanced (for the definition, see 
[4, p. 961). 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.6. [] 
Denote by Hn(M, N) the n-th derived functor of Int(M, N). 
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Corollary 3.3. The following are natural isomorphisms of abelian groups for n >_ 0 
and M, N e A-Mod-F: 
n Q n ExtrA-/;, K-r)((M), N) -~ISIn(M, N) = EXt(A_r, r.r)(M, X(N)). 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.1, 2.6, and the fact that Ext n is the n-th derived 
functor of Hom. [] 
Proposition 3.4. The following are natural isomorphisms ofabelian groups for n >_ 1 
and M, N ~ A-Mod-F: 
EXt~A_r,K_r)(i2(M) ' _ n+ 1 = _ ExttA.F, n N) = Ext<a_r, K-r) (M, N) x-r)(M, X(N)). 
Hence 
n ~ n+t  -Ex  n t Ext<a_r, x-r) (t2 t (M), N) = Ext<A_r, K-r) (M, N) = t<A.r, x-r) (M, X (N)). 
are natural isomorphisms for n>_ 1, t>_O. Here ~,'~t is the t-th power oft2,12 ° the 
identity functor. 
Proof (see [1, p. 418]). Applying the functor HomA.r(M,- )  to the K-F-split exact 
sequence (2.8), one obtains the following long exact sequence for n> 1: 
/7 "~E .r/ 0 - Ext<a.r ' K-r)(M, HomK_(A, N)) Xt<a_r, K_r)(M, X(N)) 
--'Ext~'a+-~, r-r)(M, N)-+ Ext~t+A x-r)(M, HomK_(A, N)) = 0. 
Here Homr.(A, N) is a relatively injective bimodule. [] 
Proposition 3.4 is a generalization of the reduction isomorphisms for Hochschild 
cohomology [8, Theorem 3.1, p. 60], [6, Proposition 3, p. 12]. 
Corollary 3.5. / tn(M, N)-=- E- .n + 1 xtta.r, x.r)(M, N) is a natural isomorphism for n >_ 1. 
This contains [1, Proposition 1.3, p. 418] because of Corollary 1.3. The next two 
statements characterize relatively projective and injective bimodules in terms of 
integrations. 
Proposition 3.6. The following are equivalent for a A-F-bimodule M: 
O) M is relatively projective. 
(ii) Exact sequence (2.1) is A-F-split. 
(iii) The universal left K-integration ca of  M into £2(M) is inner. 
(iv) Every left K-integration of  M into an arbitrary A-F-bimodule N is inner. 
Proof. It is well-known that (i)~,(ii); (ii)~,(iii) follows from Proposition 2.5. 
(iv) = (iii) is obvious. (iii)= (iv) follows from Theorem 2.1. [] 
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Proposition 3.7. The following are equivalent for a A-F-bimodule N: 
(j) N is relatively injective. 
(ii) Exact sequence (2.8) is A-F-split. 
(iii) The couniversal left K-integration X of  X(N) into N is inner. 
(iv) Every left K-integration of  an arbitrary A-F-bimodule M into N is inner. 
Proof. Dual to that of Proposition 3.6. [] 
4. Separable and subseparable K-rings 
A K-ring A is called separable [7] if the universal derivation sequence (2.3) splits. 
The following statement is a characterization of separable rings; part (i)-(v) and, if 
K is commutative and A a K-algebra, (vii) and (viii) are well-known [9, Corollary 
1, p. 258], [6, Proposition 1, p. 10], [12, X.3, p. 284]. 
Proposition 4.1. The following are equivalent for a K-ring A: 











A is a relatively projective A-bimodule. 
H 1 (A, N) = 0 for all A-bimodules N. 
Hn(A,N)=O for all A-bimdoules N and n> 1. 
Ext(~_A, K_A)(M, N) = 0 for all A-bimodules M, N and n >_ 1. 
Ext~A_r,K_r)(M, N)= 0 for all rings F, all A-F-bimodules M, N and n > 1. 
The universal K-derivation of  A into f2(A) is inner. 
Every K-derivation of  A into an arbitrary A-bimodule N is inner. 
For all A-bimodules M and N, every left K-integration of  M into N is inner. 
For all rings F and all A-F-bimodules M and IV, every left K-integration of  
N is inner. 
Each of  the above conditions is equivalent to its right dual (F-A-bimodules, right 
K-integrations, and F-K-split sequences instead of  A-F-bimodules, left K- 
integrations, and K-F-split sequences respectively). 
Proof. Follows from Propositions 3.6, 3.4, Corollary 3.3, Theorem 1.2, and Cor- 
ollary 1.3. [] 
Example 4.2. The ring Mn(K) of all n × n matrices over a ring K is separable [7, 
Proposition 3.2, p. 371]. 
Definition 4.3. A K-ring A is called left subseparable if its couniversal integration 
sequence 
0--*A ~ HomK_(A, A)~X(A)-~O (4.1) 
splits. 
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Proposition 4.4. The following are equivalent for a K-ring A: 
(i) A is left subseparable. 
(ii) A is a relatively injective A-bimodule. 
(iii) 1 EXt(A-A, K-A)(M, A) = 0 for all A-bimodules M. 
(iv) Extra_a, K_A)(M, A) = 0 for all A-bimodules M and n >_ 1. 
(v) The couniversal left K-integration of  X(A) into A is inner. 
(iv) Every left K-integration of  an arbitrary A-bimodule M into A is inner. 
Proof. Follows from Propositions 3.7 and 3.4. [] 
Corollary 4.5. I f  A is a left subseparable K-ring, every K-derivation of  A into itself 
is inner. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 1.3 and Proposition 4.4(vi). [] 
Proposition 4.6. Every separable K-ring is left subseparable. I f a left subseparable 
K-ring is finitely generated and projective as a left K-module, it is separable. 
Proof. If a K-ring A is separable, Proposition 4. l(v) implies that every A-bimodule, 
in particular A is relatively injective. Hence A is left subseparable by Proposition 
4.4. 
Let A be finitely generated and projective as a left K-module, then A ®KA is 
finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. If A is left subseparable, xact 
sequence (4.1) splits, and Hom_a(- ,A)  maps it to a split exact sequence of A- 
bimodules which is isomorphic to (2.3) because Hom_A(HOmA.(P,A),A)=P for 
each A-bimodule P finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. Thus A is 
separable. [] 
Corollary 4.7. Let K be a commutative ring and A a K-algebra finitely generated 
and projective as a K-module. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is separable. 
(ii) A is left subseparable. 
(iii) A is right subseparable. 
It is natural to ask whether classical results on extensions of algebras [12, X.3] 
generalize to extensions of K-rings. An extension by the K-ring A is a surjective K- 
ring map a :A  ~A.  If a has a K-ring map ¢ :A~A as a right inverse (a¢ =ida),  
the extension is said to be cleft. If a has a K-K-linear map u as a right inverse, the 
extension is called K-split. The following statement is a generalization of the J.H.C. 
Whitehead-Hochschild theorem [12, Theorem 3.2, p. 286]. 
Theorem 4.8. I f  A is a K-ring such that/-/2(A, N) = O for every A-bimodule IV, then 
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any K-split extension A by A with a nilpotent kernel J is cleft, i.e. A has a sub-K-ring 
AI_~A which is a K-bimodule compliment of  J: A=J@A1.  
Proof. It is not hard to see that the proofs of [12, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, pp. 
285-286] work for K-split extensions of K-rings. Of course, one has to use formula 
(3.3) instead of [12, formula (3.2), p. 284], rewrite [12, formula (3.5), p. 285] as 
U(~. 1 )U(22) =f(21 Q 22) + U(2122), 
and add the right K-linear version of [12, formula (3.7), p. 285] in the form 
u(21kl+22k2)=u(21)kl+U(22)k2, k i cK .  [] 
The above theorem does not hold for non-K-split extensions even if A is a 
separable algebra over a field K. This is clear from the following 
Proposition 4.9. Let D :K -~K be a non-inner derivation and A =M2(K). Let d 
consist of  all ordered pairs (A, B), where A, B ~ M2(K ), with the componentwise 
addition and the following multiplication: 
where 
(A, B)(X, Y) = (A Y + BX + C, B Y) 
-D(bl2)Y21 D(bll)Yl2], n=[bpq], Y=[ypq], p ,q=l ,  2. 
C = - D(b22)Y21 D(b21)Yl2J 
Then: 
(i) A is a K-ring with the structure map i : K ~A given by i(k) = (0, kl) where I
is the identity matrix. 
(ii) The map a : A ~A given by a(A, B)= B is a non-K-split, therefore non-cleft 
K-ring extension with j2 = 0 for  J=  Ker a. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that A is a K-ring with the unit (0,I) and 
J=Kertr={(A,O)[AeM2(K)} a two-sided ideal such that j2=O. If tr is K-split, 
there is a K-K-linear map u:A~A with tru=id A that means u(B)=(uI(B),B) 
where B~ME(K). In particular, let B=ke21=e21 k where e21=[°°]. Then 
ku(e21) = u(eEl)k. If U= ul(e21) = [Upq], we get (0, kI)(U, e21) = (U, eEl)(0, kI) and 
kU-D(k)e21 = Uk. Hence D(k)= ku21 -u21 k that contradicts the choice of D as a 
non-inner derivation. [] 
Corollary 4.10. I f  the Wedderburn Principal Theorem holds for  all separable K- 
rings, all derivations of  K into itself are inner. 
Next we describe one class of rings K for which all K-ring extensions are K-split. 
Proposition 4.11. I f  K is a semisimple ring separable as a Z-algebra, every exact 
sequence of  K-bimodules plits. 
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Proof. Since K is simisimple, each exact sequence of K-bimodules splits as a 
sequence of right K-modules, i.e. of Z-K-bimodules. Now the statement follows 
from Proposition 4.1(v). [] 
Example 4.12. Every division ring K separable over its prime subfield satisfies the 
hypothesis of Proposition 4.11. 
Now we obtain the following version of the Wedderburn Principal Theorem. 
Theorem 4.13. I f  K is a semisimple ring separable as a Z-algebra nd A a separable 
K-ring, then any K-ring extension A by A with a nilpotent kernel J has a sub-K-ring 
A I=A which is a K-bimodule compliment o f  J:  A =JO)Al.  
t7 
Proof. The exact sequence 0~J--.A ,A~0 of K-bimodules plits according to 
Proposition 4.11. It remains to apply Theorem 4.8. [] 
Remark 4.14. The K-ring A in the hypothesis of the above Theorem is separable as 
a Z-algebra by [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 367]. 
The next statement is a generalization of the Malcev Uniqueness Theorem. 
Theorem 4.15. Let A be a K-ring with a nilpotent ideal J such that d / J  is separable. 
I f  d = J ~) A 1 = J ~) A2 where sub-K-rings A 1 and A2 are K-bimodule compliments 
o f  J, there exists y • jK  = { j • J I kj =jk, k • K} such that A 2 = (1 -y) - IA  1 (1 -y) .  
Proof. The proof given in the case when ,4 is an algebra over a commutative ring 
K [5, pp. 491-492] works. The only modification is that formula (1.7) should be 
used to describe inner K-derivations. [] 
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